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New High Junction and Mounting Boxes 
For Monolith Concrete and Element Construction

Product News 

ABB Oy WA Finland is expanding its sortiment for mono-
lith concrete installation. The sortiment includes now 
a new high junction box AU8.73 and a mounting box 
AU5.32. The inlets in these high boxes have been opti-
mised to fit above the reinfrocements in order to enable 
easy and fast installation. 

High junction box AU8.73
The junction box AU8.73 has 8 inlets (Ø 20) on the sides with 
locking devices and knock-outs for 4 side inlets and 4 bot-
tom inlets. The box can be fixed to a mold by mounting box 
bracket AS25. There are 4 screw pillars, 2 for M4 screws and 
2 for Ø3,5 mm universal screws. 

Type EAN   Description     Package
AU8.73 6438199000435  Junction box 73mm    40/600

The height of the box is 73 mm and has been measured to fit 
above the reinforcements. The height from the inlet to the edge 
of the box is 47 mm.
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Type EAN   Description   Package
AU5.32 6418677335068  Mounting box with extension ring 50/1200

Mounting box with extension ring AU5.32
The mounting box AU5.32 comes equipped with a 28 mm 
deep extension ring. The box has 2 branch outlets for Ø 
20 conduit. There are also 3 knock-out inlets altogether at 
the side, and 2 at the bottom. 

The box and has been measured to fit above the reinforce-
ments. The height from the inlet to the edge of the box is 
47 mm.

The sortiment also includes a wide range of conduit extensions, end 
pieces and busching insulators: Pre-bent curve conduit extensions 
with either 45° or 90° angle, provide for even faster and efficient 
installation. Not to forget our extensive range of busching insulators 
(16-50 mm) and conduit end pieces (16-32 mm). 


